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There is something incredibly special about experiencing end-game content with a fresh set of skills and items. If youre playing with a friend, its even better: you can both become the pros you were in your prime. This season,
the Diablo IV Beta will feature two distinct Class Sets: the Legendary and Normal. This allows us to create two distinct playstyles and in game content. For example, the Legendary Class Set contains many of the most iconic
items found in the Diablo universe along with new and unique skills that go hand in hand with class set bonuses and class-specific passive skills. The Normal Class Set is designed for those who prefer a more traditional
experience of the genre. Youll still receive class set bonuses, but you also will have access to a greater variety of items, although typically none as powerful as those in the Legendary Class Set. We re constantly experimenting
with new, fresh and interesting gameplay experiences. When we experimented with Diablo IVs campaign, we found that a break from the endless battle against the minions of Hell really helps keep players interested. The Beta
is now live, and you can download and install the client here: Diablo IV Beta! The Beta is currently in a state of flux: while we hope that the vast majority of players are able to play and experience the Beta, we cannot guarantee
that the Beta will work exactly as it did for everyone else. Players have three options for character switching: you can manually switch between classes when your in-game party is already full, accept the computer-controlled
party assignment, or toggle between diablo 3 item filter addonsl parties immediately upon entering the next instance. For the Alpha, you can switch between classes and for some of the Beta, you can directly switch between
classes in-instance. We hope that these changes will help players deal with long queue times and not leave once shiny new class set to rot in a stash without play.
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When the Beta period comes to a close, we will make a decision about which Class Set becomes the Standard. We want to ensure that our goals for the Beta period are achieved, but only if we do so in a way that benefits the
entire Diablo IV player base. We are planning several features for the future! Some of our team is currently working on tools to help with item filtering and class specializations to bring new content to Classic. These tools and

features are still in their early stages and thus far are being worked on in the context of Classic, but if successful will be ported to new Seasons. One of our key goals is to make sure items from all phases will be easily available
for players who are new to Diablo. We have also taken precautions to ensure players can easily identify the phase of Classic from a news post (ie. AQ drops) as not to confuse players during the first days after the launch of

Classic. We’re still iterating on these features and we welcome your feedback in the comments below, or on the forums. Additionally, we’ve added a new game mode (see this patch notes for details) and present some of the
new champions, so please get yourself a scratchy old notebook and prepare for action to share with the community, but before we get to that, let’s take a look at what we’ve added this quarter: Teleport (Both Main and Heroic)

This is a replacement to Diablo III’s main teleport system. The ability to teleport to most Teleport points on the map is now available to all characters. Be sure to keep in mind the cost and cooldown of this skill. 5ec8ef588b
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